In this paper we consider the problem of online stochastic optimization of a locally smooth function under bandit feedback. We introduce the hierarchical confidence tree (HCT) algorithm, a novel any-time X -armed bandit algorithm, and derive regret bounds matching the performance of existing state-of-the-art in terms of dependency on number of steps n and near-optimality dimensions d. The main advantage of HCT is that it handles the challenging case of correlated arms, whereas existing methods require that rewards to be conditionally independent of each others. HCT also improves on the state-of-the-art in terms of space complexity as well as requiring a weaker smoothness assumption on the meanreward function in compare to the previous any time algorithms. Finally, we discuss how HCT can be applied to the problem of policy search in reinforcement learning and we report preliminary empirical results.
Introduction
We consider the problem of maximizing the sum of the rewards obtained by sequentially evaluating an unknown function, where the function itself may be stochastic. This is known as stochastic optimization of a function under bandit feedback or X -armed bandit, since each function evaluation can be viewed as pulling one of the arms in a general arm space X . Our objective is to minimize the cumulative regret relative to evaluating/executing at each time point the global maximum of the function. In particular, we focus on the case where the reward (function evaluation) of an arm may depend on prior history of evaluations and outcomes. This immediately implies that the reward, conditioned on its corresponding arm pull, is not an independent and identically distributed (iid) random variable, in contrast to the prior work on X -armed bandits (see e.g. Munos, 2013; Kleinberg et al., 2013; Bubeck et al., 2011a) . X -armed bandit with correlated reward is relevant Preliminary work. Under review by the International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML). Do not distribute. to many real world optimization applications, including internet auctions, adaptive routing, and online games. As one important example, we show that the problem of policy search in a Markov Decision Process (MDP), a popular approach to learning in unknown MDPs, can be framed as an instance of the setting we consider in this paper (Sect. 5).
Our approach builds on recent advances in X -armed bandits for iid settings (Bubeck et al., 2011a; Cope, 2009; Kleinberg et al., 2008; Auer et al., 2007) . Under regularity assumptions on the mean-reward function (e.g. Lipschitzsmoothness), these methods provide formal guarantees in terms of bounds on the regret, which is proved to scale sub-linearly w.r.t. the number of steps n. To obtain this regret, these methods rely heavily on the iid assumption. To handle non-iid settings, we introduce a new anytime Xarmed bandit algorithm, called high confidence tree (HCT) (Sect. 3). Similar to the HOO algorithm of Bubeck et al. (2011a) , HCT makes use of a covering binary tree for exploring the arm space. The tree is constructed incrementally in an optimistic fashion, exploring parts of the arm space guided by upper bounds on the potential best reward of the arms covered within a particular node.
Our key insight is that to achieve good performance it is only necessary to expand the tree by refining an optimistic node when the estimate of the mean-reward of that node has become sufficiently accurate. This allows us to obtain an accurate estimate of the return of a particular arm even in the non-iid setting, under some mild ergodicity and mixing assumptions (Sect. 2). Despite handling a more general case of non-iid feedback, our regret bounds matches (Sect. 4.1) that of HOO (Bubeck et al., 2011a) and zooming algorithm (Kleinberg et al., 2008) , both of which only apply to iid setting, in terms of dependency on the number of steps n and the near-optimality dimension d (to be defined later). An important part of our proof of this result (though we delay this and all proofs to the supplement, due to space considerations) is the development of concentration inequalities for non-iid episodic random variables. In addition to this main result, the structure of our HCT approach has a favorable sub-linear space complexity of O(n d/(d+2) (log n) 2/(d+2) ) and a linearithmic runtime complexity, making it suitable for scaling to big data scenarios. These results meet or improve the space
Preliminaries
The optimization problem. Let X be a measurable space of arms. We formalize the optimization problem as an interaction between the learner and the environment. At each time step t, the learner pulls an arm x t in X and the environment returns a reward r t ∈ [0, 1] and possibly a context y t ∈ Y, with Y a measurable space (e.g., the state space of a Markov decision process). Whenever we want to denote the arm pulled when obtaining reward r t , we will also use the notation r t (x). The context y t and the reward r t may depend on the history of all previous rewards, pulls, and contexts as well as the current pull x t . For any time step t > 0, the space of histories H t := ([0, 1] × X × Y) t is defined as the space of past rewards, arms, and observations. In the case of t = 0, we assume that H 0 = ∅. The sequence of observations at each time step t generates a filtration F t as follows: at each time t, we introduce a variable z t which summarizes the reward r t , the arm pulled x t and the context y t . The corresponding process (z 1 , z 2 , . . . ) has a filtration F t = (z 1 , . . . , z t ) ∈ H t , which corresponds to the whole history of observations up to the time step t. More formally, an environment M corresponds to an infinite sequence of time-dependent probability measures M = (Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . ) on rewards and contexts, such that each Q t : H t−1 × X → M([0, 1] × Y) is a mapping from the history H t−1 and the arm space X to the space of probability measures on rewards and contexts. A learner, at each time step t may select an arm x t based on all the information available up to time t − 1, in the form of the filtration F t−1 . In general, the pulling strategy of the learner can be expressed as an infinite sequence of measurable mappings (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , . . . ), where ψ t : H t−1 → M(X ) maps H t−1 to the space of probability measures on arms. This is a very general setting, and we next further refine the previous definitions and introduce two basic assumptions on the reward-generating process. Definition 1 (Time average reward). For any x ∈ X , S > 0 and any 0 < s ≤ S, the time average reward is r s→S (x) := 1/(S − s + 1) S s =s r s (x).
We now state our first assumption which guarantees that the mean of the process is well defined (ergodicity). Assumption 1 (Ergodicity). For any x ∈ X , any s > 0 and filtration F s−1 ∈ H s−1 , the process (z s ) s is such that (s.t.) there exists a real f (x) s.t. f (x) := lim S→∞ E(r s→S (x)|F s−1 ).
This assumption implies that, regardless of the history of observations F s−1 , if arm x is pulled infinitely many times from time s, then the time average reward converges in expectation to a fixed point which only depends on arm x and is independent from the past history F s−1 . We also make the following mixing assumption (see e.g. Levin et al., 2006, Chap. 4) .
Assumption 2 (Finite mixing time).
There exists a constant Γ ≥ 0 (mixing time) such that for any x ∈ X , for any S > 0, any 0 < s ≤ S and any filtration F s−1 ∈ H s−1 we have that |E[ S s =s (r s (x) − f (x)) F s−1 ]| ≤ Γ.
This assumption implies that after O(Γ) transient steps, the stochastic process induced by pulling arm x converges to f (x) in expectation. Note that both assumptions trivially hold if each arm is an independent iid process: in this case f (x) is the mean-reward of arm x and Γ = 0.
Given the mean-reward f , we assume that the maximizer x * = arg max x f (x) exists and we denote the corresponding maximum f (x * ) by f * . We measure the performance of the learner over n steps by its regret R n w.r.t. the f * , defined as R n := nf * − n t=1 r t . The goal of learner, at every 0 ≤ t ≤ n, is to choose a strategy ψ t such that the regret R n is as small as possible.
Relationship to other models. Our setting is similar to the general reinforcement learning model of Lattimore et al. (2013) which also consider arbitrary temporal dependence between the rewards and observations. Our setting differs from that of Lattimore et al. (2013) , since we consider the regret in undiscounted reward scenario, whereas Lattimore et al. (2013) focus on proving PAC-bounds in discounted reward case. Another difference is that in our model (unlike Lattimore et al., 2013 ) the space of observations and actions is not needed to be finite. Although the learner observes a context y t at each time t, this problem differs from the contextual bandit setting Slivkins (see e.g., the extensions of the zooming algorithm to contextual bandits by 2009). In contextual bandits, the context y ∈ Y is provided before selecting an arm x, and the immediate reward r t is defined to be a function only of the selected arm and input context, r t (x, y). The contextual bandit objective is typically to minimize the regret against the optimal arm in the context provided at each step, y t , i.e. x * t = arg max r t (x, y t ). A key difference is that in our model the reward, and next context, may depend on the entire history of rewards, arms pulled, and contexts, instead of only the current context and arm, and we define f (x) only as the average reward obtained by pulling arm x. In this sense, our model is related to the reinforcement learning (RL) problem of trying to find a policy that maximizes the long run reward (see further discussion in Sect. 5). 275  276  277  278  279  280  281  282  283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297  298  299  300  301  302  303  304  305  306  307  308  309  310  311  312  313  314  315  316  317  318  319  320  321  322  323  324  325  326  327  328  329 Resource-Efficient Stochastic Optimization under Correlated Bandit Feedback infinite binary covering tree T , in which each node covers a subset of X .
1 We denote by (h, i) the node at depth h and index i among the nodes at the same depth (e.g., the root node which covers X is indexed by (0, 1)). By convention (h+1, 2i−1) and (h+1, 2i) refer to the two children of the node (h, i). The area corresponding to each node (h, i) is denoted by P h,i ⊂ X . These regions must be measurable and, at each depth, they partition X with no overlap:
For each node (h, i), we define an arm x h,i ∈ P h,i , which the algorithm pulls whenever the node (h, i) is selected.
We now state a few additional geometrical assumptions.
Assumption 3 (Dissimilarity). The space X is equipped with a dissimilarity function :
Given a dissimilarity , the diameter of a subset A ⊆ X is defined as diam(A) := sup x,y∈A (x, y), while anopen ball of radius ε > 0 and center x ∈ X is defined as B(x, ε) := {x ∈ X : (x, x ) ≤ ε}.
Assumption 4 (local smoothness). We assume that there exist constants ν 2 , ν 1 > 0 and 0 < ρ < 1 such that for all nodes (h, i):
Local smoothness. These assumptions coincide with those in (Bubeck et al., 2011a) , except for the local smoothness (Assumption 4.d), which is weaker than that of Bubeck et al. (2011a) , where the function is assumed to be Lipschitz between any two arms x, x close to the maximum x * (i.e., |f (x)−f (x )| ≤ (x, x )), while here we only require the function to be Lipschitz w.r.t. the maximum.
Finally, we characterize the complexity of the problem using the near-optimality dimension, which defines how large is the set of -optimal arms in X . For the sake of clarity, we consider a slightly simplified definition of near-optimality dimension w.r.t. Bubeck et al. (2011a) .
Assumption 5 (Near-optimality dimension). Let = 3ν 1 ρ h and = ν 2 ρ h < , for any subset of -optimal nodes X = {x ∈ X : f * − f (x) ≤ }, there exists a constant C such that N X , , ≤ C( ) −d , where d is the near-optimality dimension of function f and N (X , , ) is the -cover number of the set X w.r.t. the dissimilarity measure .
The High Confidence Tree algorithm
Algorithm 1 The HCT algorithm.
Require: Parameters ν1 > 0, ρ ∈ (0, 1), c > 0, tree structure (P h,i ) h≥0,1≤i≤2 i and confidence δ.
Pull arm x h,i and observe rt t = t + 1 else if Algorithm HCT-Γ then Tcur = T h t ,i t (t) while T h t ,i t (t) < 2Tcur AND t < t + do Pull arm x h,i and observe rt (ht+1, it+1) = (ht, it) t = t + 1 end while end if Update counter T h t ,i t (t) and empirical average µ h t ,i t (t)
We now introduce the High Confidence Tree (HCT) algorithm for stochastic online optimization under bandit feedback. Throughout this discussion, a function evaluation is equivalent to the reward received from pulling an arm (since an arm corresponds to selecting an input to evaluate the function at). We first describe the general algorithm framework before discussing two particular variants: HCTiid, designed for the case when rewards of a given arm are iid and HCT-Γ which handles the correlated feedback case, where the reward from pulling an arm may depend on all 385  386  387  388  389  390  391  392  393  394  395  396  397  398  399  400  401  402  403  404  405  406  407  408  409  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417  418  419  420  421  422  423  424  425  426  427  428  429  430  431  432  433  434  435  436  437  438  439 Resource-Efficient Stochastic Optimization under Correlated Bandit Feedback prior arms pulled and resulting outcomes. Alg. 1 shows the structure of the algorithm for HCT-iid and HCT-Γ, noting the minor modifications between the two.
Algorithm 2 The OptTraverse function.
The general structure. The HCT algorithm relies on a binary covering tree T provided as input used to construct a hierarchical approximation of the mean-reward function f . At each node (h, i) of the tree, the algorithm keeps track of some statistics regarding the corresponding arm x h,i associated with the node (h, i). These include the empirical estimate µ h,i (t) of the mean-reward function corresponding for arm x h,i at time step t computed as
where T h,i (t) is the number of times node (h, i) has been selected in the past and r s (x h,i ) denotes the s-th reward observed after pulling x h,i (while we previously used r t to denote the t-th sample of the overall process). As explained in Sect. 2, although a node is associated to a single arm x h,i , it also covers a full portion of the input space X , i.e., the subset P h,i . Thus, similar to the HOO algorithm (Bubeck et al., 2011a) , HCT also maintains two upper-bounds, U h,i and B h,i , which are meant to bound the mean-reward f (x) of all the arms x ∈ P h,i . In particular, for any node (h, i), the upper-bound U h,i is computed directly from the observed reward for pulling x h,i as
where t + = 2 log(t) +1 andδ(t) := min{c 1 δ/t, 1}. Intuitively speaking, the second term is related to the resolution of node (h, i) and the third term accounts for the uncertainty of µ h,i (t) in estimating the mean-reward f (x h,i ). The B-values are designed to have a tighter upper bound on f (x) by taking the minimum between U h,i for the current node, and the maximum upper bound of the node's two child nodes, if present.
2 More precisely,
To identify which arm to pull, the algorithm traverses the tree along a path P t obtained by selecting nodes with maximum B h,i until it reaches an optimistic node (h t , i t ), which is either a leaf or a node which is not pulled enough w.r.t. to a given threshold τ h (t), i.e., T h,i (t) ≤ τ h (t) (see function OptTraverse in Alg. 2). Then the arm x ht,it ∈ P ht,it corresponding to selected node (h t , i t ) is pulled.
The key step of HCT is in deciding when to expand the tree. We expand a leaf node only if we have pulled its corresponding arm a sufficient number of times such that the uncertainty over the maximum value of the arms contained within that node is dominated by size of the subset of X it covers. Recall from Equation 2 that the upper bound U h,i of a node (h, i) two additional terms added to the empirical average reward. The first ν 1 ρ h is a constant that depends only on the node depth, and bounds the possible difference in the mean-reward function between the representative arm for this node and all other arms also contained in this node, i.e., the difference between f (x h,i ) and f (x) for any other x ∈ P h,i (as follows from Assumptions 3 and 4). The second term depends only on t and decreases with the number of pulls to this node. At some point, the second term will become smaller than the first term, meaning that the uncertainty over the possible rewards of nodes in P h,i becomes dominated by the potential difference in rewards amongst arms that are contained within the same node. This means that the domain P h,i is too large, and thus the resolution of the current approximation of f in that region needs to be increased. Therefore our approach chooses the point at which these two terms become of the same magnitude to expand a node, which occurs when the the number of pulls T ht,it (t) has exceeded a threshold 
, the algorithm expands the leaf, creates both children leaves, and set their U -values to +∞. Furthermore, notice that this expansion only occurs for nodes which are likely to contain x * . In fact, OptTraverse does select nodes with big B-value, which in turn receive more pulls and are thus expanded first. The selected arm x ht,it is pulled either for a single time step (in HCT-iid) or for a full episode (in HCT-Γ), and then the statistics of all the nodes along the optimistic path P t are updated backwards. The statistics of all the nodes outside the optimistic path remain unchanged.
As HCT is an anytime algorithm, we periodically need to recalculate the node upper bounds to guarantee their validity with enough probability (see supplementary material for a more precise discussion). To do so, at the beginning of each step t, the algorithm verifies whether the B and U values need to be refreshed or not. In fact, in the definition of U in Eq. 2, the uncertainty term depends on the confidencẽ δ(t + ), which changes at t = 1, 2, 4, 8, . . .. Refreshing the U and B values triggers a "resampling phase" of the internal nodes of the tree T t along the optimistic path. In fact, the second condition in the OptTraverse function (Alg. 2) forces HCT to pull arms that belong to the current optimistic path P t until the number of pulls T h,i (t) becomes greater than τ h (t) again. Notice that the choice of the confidence termδ is particularly critical. For instance, choosing a more naturalδ(t) would tend to trigger the refresh (and the resampling) phase too often thus increasing the computational complexity of the algorithm and seriously affecting its theoretical properties. On the other hand, the choice of δ(t + ) limits the need to refresh the U and B values to only O(log(n)) times over n rounds and guarantees that U and B are valid upper bounds with high probability.
HCT-iid and HCT-Γ. The main difference between the two implementations of HCT is that, while HCT-iid pulls the selected arm for only one step before re-traversing the tree from the root to again find another optimistic node, HCT-Γ pulls the the representative arm of the optimistic node for an episode of T cur steps, where T cur is the number of pulls of arm x h,i at the beginning of episode. In other words, the algorithm doubles the number of pulls of each arm throughout the episode. Note that not all the episodes may actually finish after T cur steps and double the number of pulls: The algorithm may interrupt the episode when the confidence bounds of B and U are not valid anymore (i.e., t ≥ t + ) and perform a refresh phase.
The reason for this change is that in order to accurately estimate the mean-reward given correlated bandit feedback, it is necessary to pull an arm for a series of pulls rather than a single pull. Due to our assumption on the mixing time (Assumption. 2), pulling an arm for a sufficiently long sequence will provide an accurate estimate of the potential mean reward even in the correlated setting, thus ensuring that the empirical average rewards µ h,i actually concentrates towards their mean value (see Lem. 7 in the supplementary material). It is this mechanism, coupled with only expanding the nodes after obtaining a good estimate of their mean reward, that allows us to handle correlated feedback setting. Although in this sense HCT-Γ is more general, we do however include the HCT-iid variant because whenever the rewards are iid it performs better than HCT-Γ. This is due to the fact that, unlike HCT-iid, HCT-Γ has to keep pulling an arm for a full episode even when there is evidence that another arm could be better. We also notice that there is a small difference in the constants c 1 and c between HCT-iid and HCT-Γ: in the case of HCT-iid c 1 := 8 ρ/(3ν 1 ) and c := 2 1/(1 − ρ), whereas HCT-Γ uses c 1 := 9 ρ/(4ν 1 ) and c := 3(3Γ + 1) 1/(1 − ρ).
Theoretical Analysis
In this section we analyze the regret and the complexity of HCT. All the proofs are reported in the supplement.
Regret Analysis
We start by reporting a bound on the maximum depth of the trees generated by HCT.
Lemma 1. Given the threshold τ h (t) in Eq. 4, the depth H(n) of the tree T n is bounded as
This bound guarantees that HCT never expands trees beyond depth O(log n). This is ensured by the fact the HCT waits until the value of a node f (x h,i ) is sufficiently well estimated before expanding it and this implies that the number of pulls exponentially grows with the depth of tree, thus preventing the depth to grow linearly as in HOO.
We report regret bounds in high probability, bounds in expectation can be obtained using standard techniques.
Theorem 1 (Regret bound of HCT-iid). If assumptions 3-5 hold and at each step t, the reward r t is independent of all prior random events and E(r t |x t ) = f (x t ). Then the regret of HCT-iid in n steps is, with probability (w.p.) 1 − δ,
Remark (the bound). We notice that the bound perfectly matches the bound for HOO up to constants (see Thm. 6 in (Bubeck et al., 2011a) ). This represents a first sanity check w.r.t. the structure of HCT, since it shows that changing the structure of HOO and expanding nodes only when Although the proof is mostly based on standard techniques and tools from bandit literature, HCT has a different structure from HOO (and similar algorithms) and moving from iid to correlated arms calls for the development of a significantly different proof technique. The main technical issue is to show that the empirical average µ h,i computed by averaging rewards obtained across different episodes actually converges to f (x h,i ). In particular, we prove the following high-probability concentration inequality (see Lem. 7 in the supplement for further details).
Lemma 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for any fixed node (h, i) and step t, we have that, w.p. 1 − δ,
This technical lemma is at the basis of the derivation of the following regret bound for HCT-Γ.
Theorem 2 (Regret bound of HCT-Γ). We assume that assumptions 1-5 hold and that rewards are generated according to the general model defined in Section 2. Then the regret of HCT-iid after n steps is, w.p. 1 − δ,
Remark (the bound). The most interesting aspect of this bound is that HCT-Γ achieves the same regret as HCT-iid when samples are non-iid. This represents a major step forward w.r.t. HOO since it shows that the very general case of correlated arms can be managed as well as the much simpler iid case. In the next section we also discuss how this result can be used in policy search for MDPs.
Complexity
Time complexity. The run time complexity of both versions of HCT is O(n log(n)). This is due to the boundedness of the depth H(n) and by the structure of the refresh phase. By Lem. 1, we have that the maximum depth is O(log(n)). As a result, at each step t, the cost of traversing the tree to select a node is at most O(log n), which also coincides with the cost of updating the B and U values of the nodes in the optimistic path P t . Thus, the total cost of selecting, pulling, and updating nodes is no larger than O(n log n). Notice that in case of HCT-Γ, once a node is selected is pulled for an entire episode, which further reduces the total selection cost. Another computational cost is represented by the refresh phase where all the nodes in the tree are actually updated. Since the refresh is performed only when t = t + , then the number of times all the nodes are refreshed is of order of O(log n) and the boundedness of the depth guarantees that the number of nodes to update cannot be larger than O(2 log n ), which still corresponds to a total cost of O(n log n). This implies that HCT achieves the same run time as T-HOO (Bubeck et al., 2011a). Though unlike T-HOO, our algorithm is fully anytime and it does not suffer from the extra regret incurred due to the truncation and the doubling trick.
Space complexity. The following theorem provides bound on space complexity of the HCT algorithm.
Theorem 3. Under the same conditions of Thm. 2, let N n denote the space complexity of HCT-Γ, then we have that
The previous theorem guarantees that the space complexity of HCT increases in a graceful manner with respect to both n and d. An interesting special case is the class of problem with near-optimality dimension d = 0. For this class of problems the bound translate to a space complexity of O(log(n)), whereas the space complexity of alternative algorithms may be as large as n (see e.g., HOO). As it has been shown in (Valko et al., 2013 ) the case of d = 0 covers a rather large class of functions, since every function which satisfies some mild local smoothness assumption, around its global optima, has a near-optimality dimension equal to 0 (see Valko et al., 2013 , for further discussions).
Switching frequency. Finally, we also remark another interesting feature of HCT-Γ. Since an arm is pulled for an entire episode before another arm could be selected, this drastically reduces the number of switches between arms. In many applications, notably in reinforcement learning (see next section), this can be a significant advantage since pulling an arm may correspond to the actual implementation of a complex solution (e.g., a position in a portfolio management problem) and continuously switch between different arms might not be feasible. More formally, since each node has a number of episodes bounded by O(log n) (Lem. 2), then the number of switches can be derived be the number of nodes in Thm. 3 multiplied by O(log n), which leads to O(log(n) (d+4)/(d+2) n d/(d+2) ).
Application to Policy Search in MDPs
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A MDP M is defined as a tuple S, A, P where S is the set of states, A is the set of actions, P : S×A → M(S×[0, 1]) is the transition kernel mapping each state-action pair to a distribution over states and rewards. A (stochastic) policy π : S → M(A) is a mapping from states to distribution over actions. Policy search algorithms (Scherrer & Geist, 2013; Azar et al., 2013; Kober & Peters, 2011) aim at finding the policy in a given policy set which maximizes the long-term performance. Formally, a policy search algorithm receives as input a set of policies G = {π θ ; θ ∈ Θ}, each of them parameterized by a parameter vector θ in a given set Θ ⊂ d . Any policy π θ ∈ G induces a statereward transition kernel T :
T relates to the state-reward-action transition kernel P and the policy kernel π θ as follows T (ds , dr|s, θ) := u∈A P (ds , dr|s, u)π θ (du|s). For any π θ ∈ G and initial state s 0 ∈ S, the time-average reward over n steps is
, where r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n is the sequence of rewards observed by running π θ for n steps staring at s 0 . If the Markov reward process induced by π θ is ergodic, µ π θ (s 0 , n) converges to a fixed point independent of the initial state s 0 . The average reward of π θ is thus defined as µ(θ) := lim n→∞ µ π θ (s 0 , n). The goal of policy search is to find the best θ * = arg max θ∈Θ µ(θ). It is straightforward now to match the MDP scenario to the general setting in Sect. 2, notably mapping Θ to X and µ(θ) to f (x) (further details are provided in Section D of the supplement). This allows us to directly apply HCT-Γ to the problem of policy search. The advantage of HCT-Γ algorithm w.r.t. prior work is that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first policy search algorithm which provides finite sample guarantees in the form of regret bounds on the performance loss of policy search in MDPs (see Thm. 2), which guarantee that HCT-Γ suffers from a small sub-linear regret w.r.t. π θ * . Also it is not difficult to prove that the policy induced by HCT-Γ has a small simple regret, that is, the average reward of the policy chosen by HCT-Γ converges to µ(θ * ) with a polynomial rate. 5 Another interesting feature of HCT-Γ is that can be readily used in large (continuous) state-action problems since it does not make any restrictive assumption on the size of state-action space.
Prior regret bounds for continuous MDPs. A related work to HCT-Γ is the UCCRL algorithm by Ortner & Ryabko (2012) , which extends the original UCRL algorithm (Jaksch et al., 2010) to continuous state spaces. Although a direct comparison between the two methods is not possible, it is interesting to notice that the assumptions used 4 Note that π θ * is optimal in the policy class G and it may not coincide with the optimal policy π * of the MDP. 5 Refer to Bubeck et al. (2011a) ; Munos (2013) for how to transform bounds on accumulated regret to simple regret bounds.
in UCCRL are stronger than for HCT-Γ, since they require both the dynamics and the reward function to be globally Lipschitz. Furthermore, UCCRL requires the action space to be finite, while HCT-Γ can deal with any continuous policy space. Finally, while HCT-Γ is guaranteed to minimize the regret against the best policy in the policy class G, UCCRL targets the performance of the actual optimal policy of the MDP at hand. Another relevant work is the OMDP algorithm of Abbasi et al. (2013) which deals with the problem of RL in continuous state-action MDPs with adversarial rewards. OMDP achieves a sub-linear regret under the assumption that the space of policies is finite.
Numerical Results
While our primary contribution is the definition of HCT and its technical analysis, we also give some preliminary simulation results to demonstrate some of its properties. Setup. We focus on minimizing the regret across repeated noisy evaluations of the garland function f (x) = x(1 − x)(4 − | sin(60x)|) relative to repeatedly selecting its global optima. 6 We evaluate the performances of each algorithm in terms of the per-step regret, R n = R n /n. Each run is n = 10 5 steps and we average the performance on 10 runs. For all the algorithms compared in the following, parameters 7 are optimized to maximize their performance.
I.i.d. setting. For our first experiment we compare HCTiid to the truncated hierarchical optimistic optimization (T-HOO) algorithm (Bubeck et al., 2011a) . T-HOO is a state-of-the-art X -armed bandit algorithm, developed as a computationally-efficient alternative of HOO. In Fig. 1(a) we show the per-step regret, the runtime, and the space requirements of each approach. As predicted by the theoretical bounds, the per-step regret R n of both HCT-iid and truncated HOO decrease rapidly with number of steps. Though the big O theoretical bounds are identical for both approaches, empirically we observe in this example that HCT-iid outperforms T-HOO by a large margin. Similarly, though the computational complexity of both approaches matches in the dependence on the number of time steps, empirically we observe that our approach outperforms T-HOO (Fig. 1(b) ). Perhaps the most significant expected advantage of HCT-iid over T-HOO for iid settings is in the space requirements. HCT-iid has a space requirement for this domain that scales logarithmically with the time step n, as predicted by Thm. 3. In contrast, in this domain we observe a polynomial growth of memory usage for T-HOO. 772  773  774  775  776  777  778  779  780  781  782  783  784  785  786  787  788  789  790  791  792  793  794  795  796  797  798  799  800  801  802  803  804  805  806  807  808  809  810  811  812  813  814  815  816  817  818  819  820  821  822  823  824   825  826  827  828  829  830  831  832  833  834  835  836  837  838  839  840  841  842  843  844  845  846  847  848  849  850  851  852  853  854  855  856  857  858  859  860  861  862  863  864  865  866  867  868  869  870  871  872  873  874  875  876  877  878  879 Resource These patterns mean that HCT-iid can achieve a very small regret using a sparse decision tree with only few hundred nodes, whereas truncated HOO requires orders of magnitude more nodes than HCT-iid.
Correlated setting. In this setting, we compare HCT-Γ to a PoWER, a standard RL policy search algorithm (Kober & Peters, 2011) on a continuous-state-action MDP constructed out of garland function.
8 PoWER uses an Expectation Maximization approach to optimize the policy parameters We also compare our algorithm with T-HOO, though this algorithm is specifically designed for iid setting and one may expect that it may fail to converge to global optima under correlated bandit feedback. Fig. 2(a) shows per-step regret of the 3 approaches in the MDP. Only HCT-Γ succeeds in finding the globally optimal policy, as is evident because only in the case of HCT-Γ does the average regret tends to converge to zero (which is as predicted from Thm. 2). The PoWER method finds worse solutions than both stochastic optimization approaches for the same amount of computational time, likely due to using EM which is known to be susceptible to local optima. On the other hand, its primary advantage is that it has a very small memory requirement. Overall this suggests the benefit of our proposed approach to be used for online MDP policy search, since it quickly (as a function of samples and runtime) can find a global optima, and is, to our knowledge, one of the only policy search methods guaranteed to do so.
Discussion and Future Work
In the current version of HCT we assume that the learner has access to the information regarding the smoothness of function f (x) and the mixing time Γ. In many problems those information are not available to the learner. In the future it would be interesting to build on prior work that handles unknown smoothness (Valko et al., 2013; Bubeck et al., 2011b; Munos, 2011; Slivkins, 2011) in iid settings and extend it to correlated feedback. To deal with unknown mixing time, one may rely on data-dependent tail's inequalities, such as empirical Bernstein inequality (Tolstikhin & Seldin, 2013; Maurer & Pontil, 2009) , replacing the mixing time with the empirical variance of the rewards.
In the future we also wish to explore using HCT to optimize other problems that can be modeled using correlated bandit feedback. For example, HCT may be used for policy search in partially observable MDPs (Vlassis & Toussaint, 2009; Baxter & Bartlett, 2000) , as long as the POMDP is ergodic.
To conclude, in this paper we introduce a new X -armed bandit algorithm, called HCT, for optimization under bandit feedback and prove regret bounds and simulation results for it. Our approach improves on existing results to handle the important case of correlated bandit feedback. This allows HCT to be applied to a broader range of problems than prior X -armed bandit algorithms, such as we demonstrate by using it to perform policy search for continuous MDPs. In this section we report the full proof of the regret bound of HCT-iid.
We begin by introducing some additional notation, required for the analysis of both algorithms. We denote the indicator function of an event E by I E . For all 1 ≤ h ≤ H(t) and t > 0, we denote by I h (t) the set of all nodes created by the algorithm at depth h up to time t and by I + h (t) the subset of I h (t) including only the internal nodes (i.e., nodes that are not leaves), which corresponds to nodes at depth h which have been expanded before time t. At each time step t, we denote by (h t , i t ) the node selected by the algorithm. For every (h, i) ∈ T , we define the set of time steps when (h, i) has been selected as C h,i := {t = 1, . . . , n : (h t , i t ) = (h, i)}. We also define the set of times that a child of (h, i) has been selected as C c h,i := C h+1,2i−1 C h+1,2i . We need to introduce three important steps related to node (h, i):
•t h,i := max t∈C h,i t is the last time (h, i) has been selected,
t is the last time when any of the two children of (h, i) has been selected,
The choice of τ h . The threshold on the the number of pulls needed before expanding a node at depth h is determined so that, at each time t, the two confidence terms in the definition of U (Eq. 2) are roughly equivalent, that is
where we used the fact that 0 <δ(t) ≤ 1 for all t > 0. As described in Section 3, the idea is that the expansion of a node, which corresponds to an increase in the resolution of the approximation of f , should not be performed until the empirical estimate µ h,i of f (x h,i ) is accurate enough. Notice that the number of pulls T h,i (t) for an expanded node (h, i) does not necessarily coincide with τ h (t), since t might correspond to a time step when some leaves have not been pulled until τ h (t) and other nodes have not been fully resampled after a refresh phase.
We begin our analysis by bounding the maximum depth of the trees constructed by HCT-iid.
Lemma 1 Given the number of samples τ h (t) required for the expansion of nodes at depth h in Eq. 4, the depth H(n) of the tree T n is bounded as
Proof. The deepest tree that can be developed by HCT-iid is a linear tree, where at each depth h only one node is expanded, that is , |I + h (n)| = 1 and |I h (n)| = 2 for all h < H(n). Thus we have
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Finally, the statement follows using log(1/ρ) ≥ 1 − ρ.
We now introduce a high probability event under which the mean reward for all the expanded nodes is within a confidence interval of the empirical estimates at a fixed time t.
Lemma 3 (High-probability event). We define the set of all the possible nodes in trees of maximum depth H max (t) as
Nodes(T ).
We introduce the event
where x h,i ∈ P h,i is the arm corresponding to node (h, i). If
then for any fixed t, the event E t holds with probability at least 1 − δ/t 6 .
Proof. We upper bound the probability of the complementary event as
where the first inequality is an application of a union bound and the second inequality follows from the Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality. We upper bound the number of nodes in L t by the largest binary tree with a maximum depth H max (t), i.e., |L t | ≤ 2 Hmax(t)+1 . Thus
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The choice of c andδ(t) as in the statement leads to
which completes the proof.
Recalling the definition the regret from Sect. s:preliminaries, we decompose the regret of HCT-iid in two terms depending on whether event E t holds or not (i.e., failing confidence intervals). Let the instantaneous regret be ∆ t = f * − r t , then we rewrite the regret as
We first study the regret in the case of failing confidence intervals.
Lemma 4 (Failing confidence intervals). Given the parameters c andδ(t) as in Lemma 3, the regret of HCT-iid when confidence intervals fail to hold is bounded as
Proof. We first split the time horizon n in two phases: the first phase until √ n and the rest. Thus the regret becomes
We trivially bound the regret of first term by √ n. So in order to prove the result it suffices to show that event E c t never happens after √ n, which implies that the remaining term is zero with high probability. By summing up the probabilities
n + 1 to n and applying union bound we deduce
In words this result implies that w.p. ≥ 1 − δ/(5n 2 ) we can not have a failing confidence interval after time √ n. This combined with the trivial bound of √ n for the first √ n steps completes the proof.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem, which only requires to study the regret term under events {E t }.
Theorem 1 (Regret bound of HCT-iid). Let δ ∈ (0, 1),δ(t) = 8 ρ/(3ν 1 )δ/t, and c = 2 1/(1 − ρ). We assume that assumptions 3-5 hold and that at each step t, the reward r t is independent of all prior random events and E(r t |x t ) = f (x t ). Then the regret of HCT-iid after n steps is
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Step 1: Decomposition of the regret. We start by further decomposing the regret in two terms. We rewrite the instantaneous regret ∆ t as
which leads to a regret (see Eq. 7)
We start bounding the second term. We notice that the sequence { ∆ t } n t=1 is a bounded martingale difference sequence since E( ∆ t |F t−1 ) = 0 and | ∆ t | ≤ 1. Therefore, an immediate application of the Azuma's inequality leads to
with probability 1 − δ/(4n 2 ).
Step 2: Preliminary bound on the regret of selected nodes and their parents. We now proceed with the study of the first term R E n , which refers to the regret of the selected nodes as measured by its mean-reward. We start by characterizing which nodes are actually selected by the algorithm under event E t . Let (h t , i t ) be the node chosen at time t and P t be the path from the root to the selected node. Let (h , i ) ∈ P t and (h , i ) be the node which immediately follows (h , i ) in P t (i.e., h = h + 1). By definition of B and U values, we have that (10) where the last equality follows from the fact that the OptTraverse function selects the node with the largest B value. By iterating the previous inequality for all the nodes in P t until the selected node (h t , i t ) and its parent (h p t , i p t ), we obtain that
by definition of B-values. Thus for any node (h, i) ∈ P t }, we have that U ht,it (t) ≥ B h,i (t). Furthermore, since the root node (0, 1) which covers the whole arm space X is in P t , thus there exists at least one node (h * , i * ) in the set P t which includes the maximizer x * (i.e., x * ∈ P h * ,i * ) and has the the depth h
Notice that in the set P t we may have multiple nodes (h * , i * ) which contain x * and that for all of them we have the following sequence of inequalities holds
where the second inequality holds since x * ∈ P h * ,i * .
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We now show that for any node (h * , i * ) such that x * ∈ P h * ,i * , then U h * ,i * (t) is a valid upper bound on f * :
where (1) follows from the fact that t + ≥ t, on (2) we rely on the fact that the event E t holds at time t and on (3) we use the regularity of the function w.r.t. the maximum f * from Eq. 12. If an optimal node (h
is not a leaf, there always exists a leaf (h
is its ancestor, since all the optimal nodes with h > h * are descendants of (h * , i * ). Now by propagating the bound backward from (h + , i + ) to (h * , i * ) through Eq. 3 (see Eq. 10) we can show that B h * ,i * (t) is still a valid upper bound of the optimal value f * . Thus for any optimal node (h * , i * ) at time t under the event E t we have
Combining this with Eq. 13, Eq. 14 and Eq. 11 , we obtain that on event E t the selected node (h t , i t ) and its parent (h p t , i p t ) at any time t is such that
Furthermore, since HCT-iid only selects nodes with T h,i (t) < τ h (t) the previous expression can be further simplified as
where we also used that t + ≤ 2t for any t. Although this provides a preliminary bound on the instantaneous regret of the selected nodes, we need to further refine this bound.
In the case of parent
This implies that every selected node (h t , i t ) has a 3ν 1 ρ ht−1 -optimal parent under the event E t .
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where in (1) we rely on the definition of event E t and Eq. 16 and in (2) we rely on the fact that at any time step t when the algorithm pulls the arm (h, i), T h,i is incremented by 1 and that by definition oft h,i we have that t ≤t h,i . We now bound the two terms in the RHS of Eq. 18. We first simplify the first term as
where the inequality follows from T h,i (n) ≤ τ h (n) andt h,i ≤ n. We now need to provide a bound on the number of nodes at each depth h. We first notice that since T is a binary tree, the number of nodes at depth h is at most twice the number of nodes at depth h − 1 that have been expanded (i.e., the parent nodes), i.e., |I h (n)| ≤ 2|I + h−1 (n)|. We also recall the result of Eq. 17 which guarantees that (h p t , i p t ), the parent of the selected node (h t , i t ), is 3ν 1 ρ ht−1 optimal, that is, HCT never selects a node (h t , i t ) unless its parent is 3ν 1 ρ ht−1 optimal. From Asm. 5 we have that the number of 3ν 1 ρ h -optimal nodes is bounded by the covering number N (3ν 1 /ν 2 ε, l, ε) with ε = ν 1 ρ h . Thus we obtain the bound
where d is the near-optimality dimension of f around x * . This bound combined with Eq. 19 implies that
We now bound the second term of Eq. 18 as
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where in (1) we rely on the fact that, at each time step t, HCT-iid only selects a node when T h,i (t) ≥ τ h,i (t) for its parent and in (2) we used that ρ 2(H−h) ≥ 1 for all h ≥ H. We notice that, by definition oft h,i , for any internal node (h, i) t h,i = max(t h+1,2i−1 ,t h+1,2i ). We also notice that for any t 1 , t 2 > 0 we have that [max(t 1 , t 2 )] + = max(t
where in (1) we rely on the fact that, for any t > 0, log(1/δ(t)) is an increasing function of t. Therefore we have that log(1/δ(max(t 1 , t 2 ))) = max(log(1/δ(t 1 )), log(1/δ(t 2 ))) for any t 1 , t 2 > 0 . In (2) we rely on the fact that the maximum of some random variables is always larger than their average. We introduce a new variable h = h + 1 to derive (3). For proving (4) we rely on the argument that, for any h > 0, I + h (n) covers all the internal nodes at layer h. This implies that the set of the children of I + h (n) covers I h+1 (n). This combined with fact that the inner sum in (3) is essentially taken on the set of the children of I + h −1 (n) proves (4). Inverting Eq. 24 we have
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We then choose H to minimize the previous bound. Notably we equalize the two terms in the bound by choosing
, which, once plugged into the previous regret bound, leads to
Using the values ofδ(t) and c defined in Lemma 3, the previous expression becomes
This combined with the regret bound of Eq. 9 and the result of Lem. 4 and a union bound on all n ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . } proves the final result with a probability at least 1 − δ.
B. Correlated Bandit feedback
We begin the analysis of HCT-Γ by proving some useful concentration inequalities for non-iid random variables under the mixing assumptions of Sect. 2.
B.1. Concentration Inequality for non-iid Episodic Random Variables
In this section we extend the result in (Azar et al., 2013) and we derive a concentration inequality for averages of non-iid random variables grouped in episodes. In fact, given the structure of the HCT-Γ algorithm, the rewards observed from an arm x are not necessarily consecutive but they are obtained over multiple episodes. This result is of independent interest, thus we first report it in its general form and we later apply it to HCT-Γ.
In HCT-Γ, once an arm is selected, it is pulled for a number of consecutive steps and many steps may pass before it is selected again. As a result, the rewards observed from one arm are obtained through a series of episodes. Given a fixed horizon n, let K n (x) be the total number of episodes when arm x has been selected, we denote by t k (x), with k = 1, . . . , K n (x), the step when k-th episode of arm x has started and by v k (x) the length of episode k. Finally,
is the total number of samples from arm x. The objective is to study the concentration of the empirical mean built using all the samples
Grouping all the terms together and dividing by T (x) leads to the statement.
B.2. Proof of Thm. 2
The notation needed in this section is the same as in Section A. We only need to restate the notation about the episodes from previous section to HCT-Γ. We denote by K h,i (n) the number of episodes for node (h, i) up to time n, by t h,i (k) the step when episode k is started, and by v h,i (k) the number of steps of episode k.
We first notice that Lemma 1 holds unchanged also for HCT-Γ, thus bounding the maximum depth of an HCT tree to H(n) ≤ H max (n) = 1 1−ρ log nν 2 1 2(cρ) 2 . We begin the main analysis by applying the result of Lem. 6 to bound the estimation error of µ h,i (t) at each time step t.
Lemma 7. Under assumptions 1 and 2, for any fixed node (h, i) and step t, we have that
with probability 1 − δ. Furthermore, the previous expression can be conveniently restated for any 0 < ε ≤ 1 as
Proof. As a direct consequence of Lem. 6 we have w.p. 1 − δ,
where K h,i (t) is the number of episodes in which we pull arm x h,i . At each episode in which x h,i is selected, its number of pulls T h,i is doubled w.r.t. the previous episode, except for those episodes where the current time s becomes larger than s + , which triggers the termination of the episode. However since s + doubles whenever s becomes larger than s + , the total number of times when episodes are interrupted because of s ≥ s + can be at maximum log 2 (t) withing a time horizon of
The choice of c andδ(t) as in the statement leads to P[Ω The bound on the joint event E t,n follows from a union bound as
Recalling the definition of regret from Sect. 2, we decompose the regret of HCT-iid in two terms depending on whether event E t holds or not (i.e., failing confidence intervals). Let the instantaneous regret be ∆ t = f * − r t , then we rewrite the regret as
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Proof. The proof is the same as in Lemma 4 expect for the union bound which is applied to E t,n for t = √ n, . . . , n.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem, which only requires to study the regret term under events {E t,n }.
Theorem 2 (Regret bound of HCT-Γ). Let δ ∈ (0, 1),δ(t) = 9 ρ/(3ν 1 )δ/t, and c = 6(3Γ + 1) 1/(1 − ρ). We assume that assumptions 1-5 hold and that rewards are generated according to the general model defined in Section 2. Then the regret of HCT-iid after n steps is
with probability 1 − δ.
Proof. The structure of the proof is exactly the same as in Theorem 1. Thus, here we report only the main differences in each step.
Step 1: Decomposition of the regret. We first decompose the regret in two terms. We rewrite the instantaneous regret ∆ t as
which leads to a regret
Unlike in Theorem 1, the definition of R E n still requires the event I Et,n and the sequence { ∆ t } n t=1 is no longer a bounded martingale difference sequence. In fact, E( ∆ t |F t−1 ) = 0 since the expected value of r t does not coincide with the meanreward value of the corresponding node f (x ht,it ). This prevents from directly using the Azuma inequality and extra care is needed to derive a bound. We have that 2532  2533  2534  2535  2536  2537  2538  2539  2540  2541  2542  2543  2544  2545  2546  2547  2548  2549  2550  2551  2552  2553  2554  2555  2556  2557  2558  2559  2560  2561  2562  2563  2564  2565  2566  2567  2568  2569  2570  2571  2572  2573  2574  2575  2576  2577  2578  2579  2580  2581  2582 2583 2584
A bound on term (d) can be recovered through the following sequence of inequalities
where (1) follows from the fact that nodes in I + h (n) have been expanded at time t h,i when their number of pulls T h,i (t h,i ) ≤ T h,i (n) exceeded the threshold τ h,i (t h,i ).
Step (2) follows from Eq. 6, while (3) from the definition of c > 1. Finally, step (4) follows from the fact that the number of nodes at depth h cannot be larger than twice the parent nodes at depth h − 1. By inverting the previous inequality, we obtain
On other hand, in order to bound (c), we need to use the same the high-probability events E t,n and similar passages as in Eq. 20, which leads to |I h (n)| ≤ 2|I
Plugging these results back in Eq. 34 leads to
with high probability. Together with N . 2642  2643  2644  2645  2646  2647  2648  2649  2650  2651  2652  2653  2654  2655  2656  2657  2658  2659  2660  2661  2662  2663  2664  2665  2666  2667  2668  2669  2670  2671  2672  2673  2674  2675  2676  2677  2678  2679  2680  2681  2682  2683  2684  2685  2686  2687  2688  2689  2690  2691  2692  2693 While our primary contribution is the technical analysis just presented, we also give some preliminary simulation results to demonstrate some of HCT's properties.
For our first experiment, we focus on minimizing the regret across repeated function evaluations of the garland function f (x) = x(1 − x)(4 − | sin(60x)|) (see Figure 3 in the supplementary material) relative to repeatedly selecting its global optima x * . Pulling an arm x produces a reward of f (x) + ε, where ε is drawn randomly from the interval [0, 1]. These rewards are independent and identically distributed given the selected arm x. We select this function due to its several interesting properties. First, it contains many local optima. Second, around its global optima x * , it is locally smooth: in particular it behaves as f * − c|x − x * | α , for c = 2 and α = 1/2. And third, it is also possible to show that the near-optimality dimension d of f equals 0.
In this first example we compare HCT-iid to the truncated hierarchical optimistic optimization (T-HOO) algorithm (Bubeck et al., 2011a) . T-HOO is a state-of-the-art approach for stochastic online optimization, and was developed as a computationally-efficient approach for optimizing a nonlinear function with iid-noisy observations. We evaluate the performances of each algorithm in terms of the per-step regret, R n = R n /n. Each run is n = 10 5 steps and we average the performance on 10 runs. For both HCT and T-HOO we introduce a tuning parameter used to multiply the upper bounds, and vary this constant per algorithm to maximize the empirical reward.
In Figure 1(a) we show the per-step regret, the runtime, and the space requirements of each approach. As predicted by the theoretical bounds, the per-step regret R n of both HCT-iid and truncated HOO decrease rapidly with number of steps. Though the big O theoretical bounds are identical for both approaches, empirically we observe in this example that HCTiid outperforms T-HOO by a large margin. Similarly, though the computational complexity of both approaches matches in the dependence on the number of time steps, empirically we observe that our approach outperforms T-HOO (Figure 1(b) ). Perhaps the most significant expected advantage of HCT-iid over T-HOO for iid settings is in the space requirements. HCTiid has a space requirement for this domain that scales logarithmically with the time step n, as predicted by Theorem 3 (since the near-optimality dimension d = 0). In contrast, a brief analysis of T-HOO suggests that its space requirements can grow polynomially, and indeed in this domain we observe such a polynomial grow in memory usage. These patterns mean that HCT-iid can achieve a very small regret using a decision tree which contains only few hundred nodes, whereas truncated HOO requires to build a much larger tree with orders of magnitude more nodes than HCT-iid.
We next consider a simulation for the correlated setting. To do so we create a continuous-state-action Markov decision problem out of the previously described Garland function. There is now a current state of the environment s. Upon taking continuous-valued action x, the state of the environment changes deterministically to s t+1 = (1 − β)s t + βx, where we set β = 0.2. The agent receives a stochastic reward for being in state s, which is (the Garland function) f (s) + ε, where as before ε is drawn randomly fro [0, 1]. The initial state s 0 is also drawn randomly from [0, 1] . A priori, the agent does not know the transition or reward function, making this a reinforcement learning problem. Though not a standard benchmark RL instance, this problem has multiple local optima and therefore is a interesting case for policy search. In this setting we again our HCT-Γ algorithm to a PoWER, a standard powerful RL policy search algorithm (Kober & Peters, 2011) . PoWER uses an Expectation Maximization approach to optimize the policy parameters and is therefore not guaranteed to find the global optima. We also compare our algorithm with T-HOO, though this algorithm is specifically designed for iid 2862  2863  2864  2865  2866  2867  2868  2869  2870  2871  2872  2873  2874  2875  2876  2877  2878  2879  2880  2881  2882  2883  2884  2885  2886  2887  2888  2889  2890  2891  2892  2893  2894  2895  2896  2897  2898  2899  2900  2901  2902  2903  2904  2905  2906  2907  2908  2909  2910  2911  2912  2913  2914   2915  2916  2917  2918  2919  2920  2921  2922  2923  2924  2925  2926  2927  2928  2929  2930  2931  2932  2933  2934  2935  2936  2937  2938  2939  2940  2941  2942  2943  2944  2945  2946  2947  2948  2949  2950  2951  2952  2953  2954  2955  2956  2957  2958  2959  2960  2961  2962  2963  2964  2965  2966  2967  2968  2969 Resource-Efficient Stochastic Optimization under Correlated Bandit Feedback the notation of Sect. 2. The Asm. 1 and 2 in Sect. 2 are also the general version of the standard ergodicity and mixing assumption in MDPs, in which the notion of filtration in assumptions of Sect. 2 is simply replaced by the the initial state s 0 ∈ S.
Based on this adaptation one can simply use HCT-Γ algorithm to find the best policy π * Θ ∈ G. The advantage of HCT-Γ algorithm to prior works in policy search literature is that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first policy search algorithm which provides finite sample guarantees in the form of regret bounds on the performance loss of policy search in MDPs, as has been proved in Thm.2. This result guarantees that HCT-Γ poses a small sub-linear regret w.r.t. π * Θ along the way. Also it is not difficult to prove that the policy induced by HCT-Γ has a small simple regret, that is, its average reward converges to µ(θ * ) with a polynomial rate.
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In the context of MDPs, another work somehow related to HCT-Γ is the UCCRL algorithm by Ortner & Ryabko (2012) , which extends the original UCRL algorithm (Jaksch et al., 2010) to continuous state spaces. Although a direct comparison between the two methods is not possible, it is interesting to notice that the assumptions used in UCCRL are stronger than for HCT-Γ, since they require both the dynamics and the reward function to be globally Lipschitz. Furthermore, UCCRL requires the action space to be finite, while HCT-Γ can deal with any continuous policy space. Finally, while HCT-Γ is guaranteed to minimize the regret against the best policy in the policy class G, UCCRL targets the performance of the actual optimal policy of the MDP at hand.
